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A vital and growing aspect of our work in recent years has been the 
development of Public Art Masterplans and Strategies as high level 
strategic planning tools for local and state governments and private 
developers. This exciting field of work is evidence of the increasingly 
sophisticated nature of the conversation between government and 
developers who are seeking to understand and express unique aspects 
of local character and the evolving continuum past/present/future of 
place identity. Working at this level, a public art strategy can go beyond 
the identification of particular public realm opportunities for artwork and 
portray a broader picture of cultural significance, including the 
relationships between cultural, social and environmental significance. 

In 2011 Brecknock Consulting worked in association with Place 
Partners to produce a Public Art Strategy for Cockburn Coast – a 
coastal area within the City of Cockburn, 4km south of Freemantle in 
Western Australia. The Strategy is an integrated part of the Place 
Making Strategy developed for Landcorp by Place Partners and will 
guide the development of this area for the next 25 years. It is also a 
stand-alone document which will form part of The City of Cockburn’s 
statutory obligations for the development. The Public Art Strategy 
draws on the area’s industrial history and heritage, including an iconic 
disused Power Station, and describes new cultural significance and 
potential for a future creative community. 

Also in 2011 and ongoing in 2012, Brecknock Consulting has been 
engaged by the City of Whittlesea to develop a Public Art Strategy for 
Epping Central as part of a 20 year Planning Framework. Set to 
become an outer urban service centre for Melbourne, Epping Central 
will experience significance investment from State and local 
government and private developers in coming decades. The City of 
Whittlesea is determined to place community cultural development, 
creative expression and local capacity building within this development 
framework to ensure not only the delivery of high quality public realm 
environments and placemaking but the participation of local community 
within the process. 

In 2011 Brecknock Consulting was engaged by a joint venture 
partnership between AVJennings and Urban Pacific Limited to produce 
a Public Art Study for St Clair, a 64 hectare masterplanned residential 
estate in Adelaide which includes a new town centre and rail station. 
This year we are working to deliver some of the identified public art 
opportunities and outcomes. 

Still more recently we have been engaged, in association with Place 
Partners, to develop a Public Art Strategy for Edmondson Park South in 
south western Sydney. Landcom has committed to develop 700 land 
lots over the next four years for Edmondson Park South to meet its 
obligation to the NSW Government’s 10,000 home-site program. Also 
involving a new town centre and rail station, the area has rich historical 
and environmental values which will undoubtedly make for a distinctive 
placemaking approach. 

Working nationally at this strategic level, Brecknock Consulting is 
seeing the bigger picture in more ways than one. 
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